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Using Best-Worst Scaling                      

to measure all sorts of things



Rating Scales are commonly used in 
business-related research – some examples 

  

Please provide your response to each of the following questions about the service you received 
from and your attitudes toward your current mobile phone provider. Please circle the number 
that best reflects your view. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

   Strongly 

Agree 
I would like to continue using my mobile phone provider’s    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
services after my existing contract expires       
My decision to use my mobile phone provider was a wise           1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
one       
The service provided by my mobile phone provider is                  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
outstanding       
                          

       
                                   

                        
       

                               
                            

 



Ratings scales have advantages

Easy to use

Don’t force discrimination

Many items can be used

Negative values are allowed

Reasonable statistical properties

Similar ordering to ranking



But ratings scales also have disadvantages

So, we get:

Skewed data (generally 
negatively skewed)

Often unexpectedly high 
correlations

Different correlational 
structure than is found 

with ranked data

Especially response style issues
Social desirability biases 

Extreme response biases

Acquiescence biases (i.e. most items 
are seen as important)



Another scaling option with real advantages in 
some (many) contexts is Best-Worst Scaling
A short history:

Jordan Louviere invented BWS at Alberta in 1988
Finn & Louviere (1992) published the first important paper

Louviere & Swait (in a chapter in Bagozzi's Advanced 
Methods of Marketing Research in 1994) extended 
BWS to conjoint & discrete choice applications

Cohen won several “best paper” awards using BWS       
in the early 2000s 

Marley & Louviere (2005) proved BWS’s  measurement 
& model properties
Many applications under way and the book published in 2015





There are 3 BW Cases – most researchers use 
only Case 1, which we will look at here

As Louviere et al. (2013) note:

In case 1 (the object case), people choose the best and worst 
(on some subjective scale) from a set of objects

In case 2 (the profile case), people evaluate several profiles of 
objects described by combinations of attributes/features dictated 
by an underlying design; they “see” the profiles one at a time 
and choose the best and worst feature/attribute levels within 
each presented profile

In case 3, people choose the best and the worst profiles        
(choice alternatives) from various choice sets determined              
by an appropriate underlying design



The Louviere et al. (2013) IJRM 
article is a nice paper on Case 1

So there is quite a lot of useful background 
information in many places for those who 

are interested in BWS approaches



While there are some complicated ways           
to determine scores from BWS data
Many people use the differences in frequency  counts 

to compute the score (e.g. Finn & Louviere 1992)

This formula is very simple:

Scorej = (# bestj - # worstj)/(# times option j appears)

Very simple and easy to interpret, as it ranges from -1 to +1

1 implies always best

-1 implies always worst

0 implies never best or worst or same best and worst



Marley & Louviere (2005) have shown this score is 
not very biased – which means it can generally be 

used safely in our type of research

An alternative is a square root ratio 
scale that Marley and Louviere showed 
has “ratio-type properties”  – but this 
score is harder to compute (although I 

have written a program to do this)            



There are also  couple of R packages that compute these 
Case 1 scores in a variety of ways – both simple and complex

Alternatively, you can email me and I will send my Fortran 
program that does the needed computations



We can see the two scores high correlations by 
looking at the correlations between them

This ratio-scaled score is discussed in our 2008 paper



So - BWS produces a unidimensional interval 
or, potentially, a ratio-type scale from nominal 
level choice data  – which is great for doing           

all sorts of analysis



BW data are easily obtained – here is an example
In this section, we will ask you to pick the most and least important values 
that guide your life. While more than one may be important or unimportant, 
please choose the MOST and the LEAST important to YOU as a guiding 

principle in YOUR life. There are 11 sets of statements in this section



So, let’s look at the differences when we 
use ratings and BWS to look at 

positioning – a key strategy issue       
(and discussed in detail in THE BOOK)

Here, we are looking at the importance 
professional service managers attribute 

to a number of positioning issues in 
their attempts to achieve their 

organisations’ objectives



Interviews with professional service providers 
identified 10 market positioning strategies. 

Professional service firms seek to be seen as:
• A provider of value to their clients
• A quality communicator through databases 
• A strong service quality provider
• An organisation with a strong, positive brand 
• An organisation committed to clients 
• A developer of networks among its clients
• A service innovator
• A transactional service provider
• An organisation with strong relationships with its clients
• An organisation that has quality interactions with its clients 



Ratings measures were obtained using a seven-point 
scale ranging from 1 (‘not very important’) to 7 
(‘extremely important’) in achieving objectives

For the BWS task, the strategy types were divided 
into subsets such that respondents saw each item six 

times and each pair of items four times

Respondents were asked to choose the strategy 
that was most important and the strategy that 

was least important to their achieving their goals 
for each of these subsets



The two approaches suggested similar importances 

Spearman’s rank correlation between the two 
orders was 0.88 - supporting this suggestion

Service quality provision and commitment to 
clients were the most important approaches

Taking a transactional approach and using 
databases were the least important approaches

The best-worst approach did not alter the 
relative importance of the positioning 

approaches suggested by the ratings data



The mean scores for the strategies were all 
significantly higher in the ratings data case than 
for the BWS data and seven of the ten strategies 

were significantly negatively skewed, which is 
suggestive of the “endpiling” that can result from 

acquiescence response bias 

On the other hand, the BWS data had only one 
significant skew (quality interactions with clients) 

and that was positive

The BWS approach seems to control 
for acquiescence response bias



Of more interest was the 
pattern of the relationships 

between the various 
positioning approaches,          

as this aspect is most likely   
to be impacted by the            
biases that can affect         

ratings scales



All of the 45 correlations from the ratings data were 
positive, ranging from 0.14 (perceived value and 
developing networks) to 0.75 (quality interactions 

and strong relationships) 

All were significant at the 5% level and 41 of the 45 
were significant at least at the 1% level

There were not strong distinctions between the 
strategies, supporting the earlier suggestion that ratings 
data suffer from acquiescence response bias, as this 

leads to “a tendency (for scales) to correlate 
positively” (Diamantopoulos et al., 2006)



On the other hand, the BWS correlations were 
positive and negative, ranging from -0.31      

(strong relationships and a transactional approach) 
to 0.14 (databases and networking)

Just over half of the correlations (24 of the 45) 
were significant, but only 10 were significant 

beyond the 1% level

BWS seems to have overcome the 
acquiescence bias problem evident 
with the ratings data and BWS also 
led to a logical set of relationships



If response biases exist, the underlying structure 
produced is often less complex than it is in reality, 
as an underlying response bias factor explains a 

considerable proportion of the variance 

A factor analysis of the ratings data found two 
factors with eigenvalues greater than one that, 

together, explained 63% of the variance, with the 
first factor explaining 43% of the 63% (i.e. 68% of 

the explained variance was in the first factor)

This suggests a single strong underlying 
factor and the presence of acquiescence bias



A factor analysis of the BWS data  found four components 
with eigenvalues greater than one that, together, 

explained 59% of the variance in that data set

In this case, the first factor explained only 17% of the 
variance, while the other three factors had almost 
equal impacts (16%, 13% and 13% respectively)

Most of the strategies did not load highly onto the first 
component and high loadings were spread across the 

four factors – no acquiescence bias was evident

Acquiescence biases may hide complex structures 
that provide additional insights we lose when ratings 
scales are used – we may not be explaining anything, 

as we really only have a response effect                        
- this may explain a lot of past results



These interrelationships can also be examined by 
“mapping” the strategies

 

         
 

         

Ratings Data BWS Data
Cliff’s (1966) GOF measure between the two maps was only 0.45, 

which doesn’t  suggest congruency.  Further,  the correlation 
between the inter-point  distances (Green & Rao, 1972) was only 

0.20, supporting this suggestion
Clearly there are real differences here – which has implications 

for a lot of things we might have measured in the past



Another issue concerns subgroup analysis  or 
segmentation – let’s use personal values to look 

at this 
A lot of people have explored personal values                   

- but few have examined subgroups
This may be due to measurement issues, rather 

than a lack of clear, reasonable subgroups 

BWS may provide an answer here as well            
– especially as values can be in opposition –

so BWS is likely to work better than ratings data

- We will use Schwartz’s model to look at this



Schwartz’s Initial Values Model
Nature and 

Social Concern



To look at this issue, travellers and young adults in 
China and the USA were surveyed using 

1. The traditional Schwartz Values Ratings 
Survey (SVS) – for which raw scores and 
standardised (or Z) scores were computed 

2. Lee, Soutar and Louviere’s  (2008) Schwartz 
Values Best Worst Survey (SVBWS)

The various data sets were 
clustered to see if there were        
any meaningful subgroups



The SVS (Z) data suggested a two 
cluster solution, the SVS raw data 
suggested a three cluster solution 
and the SVBWS data suggested a 
four cluster solution for both the 

USA and China

Discriminant analysis was used to clarify 
the cluster solutions for the two groups



The SVS (Z) scores produced only 2 clusters       
- which meant only one discriminant function 

could be estimated

The single function explained most of the variation 
between the Chinese and American sub-groups       

– which suggests there were meaningful differences 
between the groups

However, in both countries, the two groups 
attached more or less importance to all values 
– a common but not very useful outcome 

with this type of ratings data 



The unstandardised SVS data suggested three 
clusters in both countries, allowing two discriminant 

functions to be estimated

However, 99% of the explained variance in China 
and 96% of the explained variance in the USA 

was due to the first function, suggesting only one 
function should be used

The discriminant analysis again showed the China 
and USA clusters were a function of respondents 
agreeing more or less to all of the values (with the 

third being a moderate group) – this result was no 
more useful than the standardised SVS outcome



The SVBWS data, however, suggested four 
clusters in both countries, allowing three 
discriminant functions to be estimated

In both countries, all functions 
were significant and explained 

most of the inter-group variation

In contrast to the SVS data, the SVBWS 
discriminant analysis results found useful 

information about relevant sub-groups 
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						Self-direction			8			1.34			0.61			-8.39						2			3.04			1.54			6.68						4						1.44			0.75			-11.12						3						2.16						0.91			-4			1.8												2.16***


						Stimulation			4			1.65			0.8			4.36						4			2.11			1.39			4.69						10						0.93			0.7			-7.78						7						0.97						0.81			-2.59			1.33												0.97


						Hedonism			3			1.66			0.73			1.26						1			3.05			1.44			8.58						8						1.11			0.9			-3.41						9						1.1						0.77			-5.58			1.57												1.10**


						Achievement			2			2.58			1.32			7.36						5			1.77*			1.21			0.5						7						1.23			0.94			-4.99						8						1.24						0.82			-7.31			1.7												1.24*


						Power			1			2.61			1.57			10.01						11			0.77			0.52			-6.65						11						0.59			0.43			-5.41						11						0.57						0.42			-1.46			1.18												0.57


						Security			5			1.55			0.78			-0.41						9			0.96			0.4			-13.19						6						1.75			1.08			2.34						6						1.83						0.94			1.32			1.58												1.83


						Conformity			9			1.32			0.67			-7.29						6			1.16			0.61			-8.31						2						2.63			1.64			7.12						5						1.2						1.01			-4.55			1.76												1.2


						Tradition			10			1.26			0.69			-3.1						10			0.92			0.57			-7.81						3						2.04			1.6			5.81						10						1.01						0.68			-6.16			1.45												1.01***


						China			Self-enhancement (27%)															Openness to Change (28%)															In-group (20%)																		Universalism (25%)


									Rank			Mean			SD			t						Rank			Mean			SD			t						Rank			Mean						SD			t						Rank			Mean						SD						t


						Benevolence			6			1.29			0.84			-8.58						5			1.88			1.07			-4.82						1			2.82						1.38			11.75						4			1.18						1.23						-1.11			1.87


						Uni-social			10			1.04			0.9			-3.13						7			1.43			0.64			-8.09						6			1.45						0.88			-1.11						2			3.92						1.45						6.37			1.73


						Uni-nature			8			1.14			0.66			-13.41						4			1.34			1.1			-1.65						5			1.87						0.88			-4.6						1			2.25						1.61						9.18			1.6


						Self-direction			7			1.25			0.74			-4.91						3			2.44			1.49			5.58						4			1.31						1.01			-0.42						6			1.02						0.82						-5.6			1.48


						Stimulation			4			1.66			0.95			-3.01						2			2.67			1.79			7.4						11			1.25						0.47			-14.09						9			1.05						0.75						-6.74			1.64


						Hedonism			3			2.52			1.58			1.17						1			1.15			1.74			7.67						8			1.16						0.83			-13.31						5			0.83						1.23						-4.98			1.53


						Achievement			1			2.95			1.45			8.53						6			1.4			0.64			-12.58						3			1.07						1.49			2.24						7			1.03						0.61						-11.92			1.72


						Power			2			2.75			1.75			7.97						11			1.09			0.56			-10.33						10			0.8						0.67			-6.25						11			0.79						0.61						-7.82			1.47


						Security			9			1.08			0.71			-4.08						8			1.43			0.56			-8.36						7			1.54						0.73			-1.09						3			3.77						1.55						5.57			1.75


						Conformity			5			0.53			0.58			-2.79						9			1.54			0.38			-9.89						2			3.91						1.24			7.14						8			1.45						0.54						-4.08			2.25


						Tradition			11			0.82			1.07			2.32						10			1.66			0.51			-0.55						9			0.85						0.49			-2.96						10			0.73						0.48						-2.07			0.99
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						USA			Self-enhancement (12%)															Openness to Change (23%)															In-group (39%)																		Universalism (26%)


									Rank			Mean			SD			t						Rank			Mean			SD			t						Rank						Mean			SD			t						Rank						Mean						SD			t


						Benevolence			3			2			1.06			-4.65						3			2.1			1.16			-5.02						1						3.79			1.41			9.76						4						1.92						0.96			-8.43			2.71


						Uni-social			8			1.41			0.88			-5.88						5			1.6			0.92			-5.8						5						1.58			0.87			-8.46						1						3.85						1.55			11.31			2.15


						Uni-nature			10			1.07			0.54			-9.44						6			1.4			0.77			-4.96						9						1.32			0.71			-8.41						2						3.18						1.68			8.54			1.79


						Self-direction			5			1.79			1			-3.41						1			4.06			1.21			11.43						4						1.62			0.75			-11.12						3						1.93						0.91			-4			2.28


						Stimulation			4			1.19			0.83			-3.07						2			2.72			1.5			7.52						10						1.12			0.7			-7.78						7						1.35						0.81			-2.59			1.56


						Hedonism			2			2.45			1.4			4.37						4			2			1.59			2.65						8						1.33			0.9			-3.41						9						1.15						0.77			-5.58			1.57


						Achievement			1			4.63			0.91			21.38						7			1.7			1.03			-1.46						7						1.48			0.94			-4.99						8						1.27						0.82			-7.31			1.85


						Power			6			1.59			1.39			4.34						11			0.65			0.44			-1.55						11						0.54			0.43			-5.41						11						0.66						0.42			-1.46			0.72


						Security			9			1.05			0.48			-4.53						9			1.05			0.57			-5.35						6						1.56			1.08			2.34						6						1.48						0.94			1.32			1.36


						Conformity			7			1.49			0.73			-4.89						8			1.19			0.55			-14.29						2						2.91			1.64			7.12						5						1.55						1.01			-4.55			1.99


						Tradition			11			0.86			0.54			-7.21						10			0.92			0.67			-7.25						3						2.15			1.6			5.81						10						1.01						0.68			-6.16			1.42


						China			Self-enhancement (27%)															Openness to Change (28%)															In-group (20%)																		Universalism (25%)


									Rank			SE			SD			t						Rank			OC			SD			t						Rank			IG						SD			t						Rank			UN						SD						t


						Benevolence			6			1.69			0.84			-8.58						5			1.88			1.07			-4.82						1			4.05						1.38			11.75						4			2.21						1.23						-1.11			2.34


						Uni-social			10			1.44			0.9			-3.13						7			1.23			0.64			-8.09						6			1.59						0.88			-1.11						2			2.55						1.45						6.37			1.69


						Uni-nature			8			1.37			0.66			-13.41						4			2.01			1.1			-1.65						5			1.74						0.88			-4.6						1			3.54						1.61						9.18			2.17


						Self-direction			7			1.54			0.74			-4.91						3			2.6			1.49			5.58						4			1.81						1.01			-0.42						6			1.43						0.82						-5.6			1.86


						Stimulation			4			1.26			0.95			-3.01						2			2.69			1.79			7.4						11			0.81						0.47			-14.09						9			1.04						0.75						-6.74			1.51


						Hedonism			3			2.63			1.58			1.17						1			3.65			1.74			7.67						8			1.3						0.83			-13.31						5			1.89						1.23						-4.98			2.46


						Achievement			1			3.08			1.45			8.53						6			1.26			0.64			-12.58						3			2.33						1.49			2.24						7			1.29						0.61						-11.92			1.98


						Power			2			2.51			1.75			7.97						11			0.75			0.56			-10.33						10			0.82						0.67			-6.25						11			0.82						0.61						-7.82			1.26


						Security			9			1.28			0.71			-4.08						8			1.13			0.56			-8.36						7			1.46						0.73			-1.09						3			2.35						1.55						5.57			1.54


						Conformity			5			1.29			0.58			-2.79						9			1.1			0.38			-9.89						2			2.36						1.24			7.14						8			1.23						0.54						-4.08			1.43


						Tradition			11			1.25			1.07			2.32						10			1			0.51			-0.55						9			0.87						0.49			-2.96						10			0.94						0.48						-2.07			1.03
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						USA			Self-enhancement (12%)															Openness to Change (23%)															In-group (39%)																		Universalism (26%)


									Rank			Mean			SD			t						Rank			Mean			SD			t						Rank						Mean			SD			t						Rank						Mean						SD			t


						Benevolence			6			1.44			0.68			-17.54						3			2.29			1.43			-1.38						1						3.83			1.41			9.76						4						1.72						0.96			-8.43			2.52												1.72


						Uni-social			7			1.39			0.7			-4.23						8			0.96			0.42			-13.88						5						1.23			0.87			-8.46						1						3.85						1.55			11.31			1.66												3.58


						Uni-nature			11			1.24			0.7			-3.48						7			1			0.43			-9						9						1.25			0.71			-8.41						2						2.64						1.68			8.54			1.46												2.64


						Self-direction			8			1.34			0.61			-8.39						2			3.04			1.54			6.68						4						1.44			0.75			-11.12						3						2.16						0.91			-4			1.8												2.16***


						Stimulation			4			1.65			0.8			4.36						4			2.11			1.39			4.69						10						0.93			0.7			-7.78						7						0.97						0.81			-2.59			1.33												0.97


						Hedonism			3			1.66			0.73			1.26						1			3.05			1.44			8.58						8						1.11			0.9			-3.41						9						1.1						0.77			-5.58			1.57												1.10**


						Achievement			2			2.58			1.32			7.36						5			1.77			1.21			0.5						7						1.23			0.94			-4.99						8						1.24						0.82			-7.31			1.7												1.24*


						Power			1			2.61			1.57			10.01						11			0.77			0.52			-6.65						11						0.59			0.43			-5.41						11						0.57						0.42			-1.46			1.18												0.57


						Security			5			1.55			0.78			-0.41						9			0.96			0.4			-13.19						6						1.75			1.08			2.34						6						1.83						0.94			1.32			1.58												1.83


						Conformity			9			1.32			0.67			-7.29						6			1.16			0.61			-8.31						2						2.63			1.64			7.12						5						1.2						1.01			-4.55			1.76												1.2


						Tradition			10			1.26			0.69			-3.1						10			0.92			0.57			-7.81						3						2.04			1.6			5.81						10						1.01						0.68			-6.16			1.45												1.01***


						China			Self-enhancement (27%)															Openness to Change (28%)															In-group (20%)																		Universalism (25%)


									Rank			Mean			SD			t						Rank			Mean			SD			t						Rank			Mean						SD			t						Rank			Mean						SD						t


						Benevolence			6			1.29			0.84			-8.58						5			1.88			1.07			-4.82						1			2.82						1.38			11.75						4			1.18						1.23						-1.11			1.87


						Uni-social			10			1.04			0.9			-3.13						7			1.43			0.64			-8.09						6			1.45						0.88			-1.11						2			3.92						1.45						6.37			1.73


						Uni-nature			8			1.14			0.66			-13.41						4			1.34			1.1			-1.65						5			1.87						0.88			-4.6						1			2.25						1.61						9.18			1.6


						Self-direction			7			1.25			0.74			-4.91						3			2.44			1.49			5.58						4			1.31						1.01			-0.42						6			1.02						0.82						-5.6			1.48


						Stimulation			4			1.66			0.95			-3.01						2			2.67			1.79			7.4						11			1.25						0.47			-14.09						9			1.05						0.75						-6.74			1.64


						Hedonism			3			2.52			1.58			1.17						1			1.15			1.74			7.67						8			1.16						0.83			-13.31						5			0.83						1.23						-4.98			1.53


						Achievement			1			2.95			1.45			8.53						6			1.4			0.64			-12.58						3			1.07						1.49			2.24						7			1.03						0.61						-11.92			1.72


						Power			2			2.75			1.75			7.97						11			1.09			0.56			-10.33						10			0.8						0.67			-6.25						11			0.79						0.61						-7.82			1.47


						Security			9			1.08			0.71			-4.08						8			1.43			0.56			-8.36						7			1.54						0.73			-1.09						3			3.77						1.55						5.57			1.75


						Conformity			5			0.53			0.58			-2.79						9			1.54			0.38			-9.89						2			3.91						1.24			7.14						8			1.45						0.54						-4.08			2.25


						Tradition			11			0.82			1.07			2.32						10			1.66			0.51			-0.55						9			0.85						0.49			-2.96						10			0.73						0.48						-2.07			0.99
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There were similarities in the values 
groups within and across the two 

countries, which would not have been 
obvious had ratings scales been used 

to measure values

I wonder how many “real subgroups” 
have been missed by using ratings 

scales in all sorts of contexts



Mueller and Rungie have suggested some useful 
ways to examine BWS data further



Their table can be a very useful 
starting point 

The sqrt stand is simply (sqrt B/W)/(max sqrt B/W)*100  – so lowest is
(0.42/3.36)*100 = 0.125*100 = 12.5 ~ 13

There is a very useful diagram as well



Attributes in the north east are important and have heterogeneity 
– so of real interest to managers
Attributes in the north west are less important, but have 
heterogeneity, so they need to be considered
Attributes in the south have very consistent responses – little 
heterogeneity



A recent DBA project by Wendy Elliott is worth a 
look – she examined what retail investors want in 

mining company sustainability reports



We can also look at whether there is heterogeneity –
using Mueller and Rungie’s (2009) approach

What does this tell us?



The BWS approach also has several 
advantages when undertaking cross-country 

research, such as the values study 
discussed earlier

1. BWS produces scores that are equivalent across 
countries and do not need to be standardised 
prior to making comparisons

2. BWS has only has two verbal scale terms (most 
important and least important or some such),  
while rating scales often include multiple verbal 
scale terms

So BWS reduces translation issues, 
which can cause very significant problems



3. BWS does not use numbers - eliminating problems when 
numbers have meanings in a country, such as four being 
an unlucky number in parts of China

4. BWS is relatively easy for respondents, as all they     
need to do is choose the most and least important     
from different sets of items

5. BWS measures generally take much less respondent 
time than the equivalent rating scale tasks that usually 
use multiple item scales, which can be important when 
budget constraints limit researchers’ ability to collect data

The unique combination of advantages offered by the 
BWS approach makes it a very real alternative that 

should be considered when undertaking            
cross-country research



There are some implications
Ratings Scales

People endorse most things as 
important – so 

Responses are often very 
skewed

High positive correlations, even 
between incompatible things 
– which means we may have 
lost our ability to see sensible 
differences

Are ratings data really interval 
level?

Best-Worst Scaling

Forces trade offs - so
Less skewed
Sensible positive & 
negative correlations
BW scores are at least 
interval level data
Helps solve some cross-
cultural issues



There seem to be good reasons 
to consider using a BW scale 

when collecting importance type 
data or “trade-off” type data, 

which is often the case in many 
research areas

Some examples show how widely 
used BWS really is



44 papers with BWS in the title published                       
were published in 2020 and 53 so far in 2021

Many researchers are seeing people’s implicit 
“trade-offs” can be better measured using a BWS 

approach - We should seriously consider this 
approach before beginning a research project 

(including doctoral research)



Thank you for listening

Are there any questions?
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